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"Bcauty and rhe Beast,' may be our culture's love story about
the Iransformative porver of crqrathg but it also
hrs , ar.t
It is not just that the..tale.has , t lgt, coefficient ;ir;;;;sia..
with monkeys, goats, lizards, and be"ars courting beautiful;";;;
"f
women, and with cats, tortoises, dogs, and frofs ,.u""tini
tf,"ii
talents to enraptured young men. It alro h", an emotional
feroc_
ity that encodes messages about how we manage social
and cul_
tural anxieties about romance, marriage, and .,tIe *1r...;n.*ry

and the Beast stories spyk a universalhnguage_the
ubiquitous as "cinderella"-but with melsafing that
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always culturally inflected. Like all good foikloii.;.;.;;;:
tale migrates and morphs into new virsions
itJf, U..;il;

entertaining in irs heterogeneitn especially to
"f readers familiai
with other versions. It may be ihe t"l. ord as tr-., uuiiil.

".
never the same old story.
"Beauty and the Beast,, ranks among the most popular
of all
fairy tales. It has been rerold, adapted,Iemixed,
by countless storytellers, writers, hlmmakers,
piriloroph"rr,
poets. Rich with implications about matters

-
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both
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existential, as its title implies, it derives its power ".rirr.ti.
in part from
the mysterious mismatch bet*e.n its two protagonists,
with
the one not only classically beautiful but also irrtlrr.tir.ly
g.n_
rrous, the other grotesquefq ugly and desperately
i, ,
rnove rare in fairy-tale worlds, it gives us a
"..ai.
double tra;ectory

in
its standard version, a cursed Biast in search
..a..p1i".
krve,.and a captive Beauty who discovers that "f
.rr.n ., ,lrn_

rccnd appearances.
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clf rorrrarrtic Iovc, yc{. tlrc story's rcPrcrrcutatioual crlcrg), is also
charnrclr:d irrtr> thc tellsc rn()ral, ccor)orilic) and enroli<llral ncgotiations that conrplicate all courtship rituals and do not yicld to
easy solution.

Thcre is something unapologetically contrived, if not pervcrsc, about choreographing human courtship rituals using a
hurnan and a beast. And yet nearly every storytelling culture
tnilps ()ut dating practices with animal partners. Are the aninrlrls r('rrrinders of our fundamentally primitive nature? Are
thcy prrrxies for the "beastliness" of sex? Are they remnants of
Ir tott'nric purp()se that once captured the spirit of a clan, family. or trihc? And why the stunning variety of beasts, with creatures rilnging fronr snakes and warthogs to cranes and pigs?
"Arriruirls irrc g()od to think with." That is the wisdom of
Clauclc l,ivi-Strauss irnd countless other anthropologists. "Beauty
and the Beast" illustrates that truism supremely well, combin-

ing animal magrletisrx with human charms to create a symbolic story about what it means to form a partnership both
passionate and principled. The odd couple featured in "Beauty
and the Beast" may not be so odd after all, for the two embody
the mind/body problem, along with the many other binaries
that shadow it, including the hierarchy that sets zoe oyer bios,
instinct over intellect, social life over brute animal existence,
rational consciousness over intuitive know-how. Beauty and the
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IJcasi lii()r it::; arr:, tltcrr, rrr.li jtis;t alrout tttalriapy , but also aboui ()ttr
rclatiorrslrip lir.ld collricctiolr to thc social ri'or ld rve share ',','ith
otlrer living beings.
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"l'hclc arc: also sound pragtlratic rcasous for st<lrytcllcrr; to
'Iirlcs arc alwa)'s bcttcr rvith attirrrals
1,rrir lrrrriranr; *,iih bcasLs.
\1/1iIln
Ir4artcl 1r'lls rrr; in Lifi: oI I'i. An<1 a ctr,.1rsd
iir tlrcrrr, ;15
{-)rr()
lr.rirlor',
llrirl rlistol'1s ir:rrl lr,l<cs us ittl() the frrlt 1',1111';r', is
ah,,,a),s luorc conli)c!ling. arrcl oftcn more trtlc'*-than a purcly
rcfleciivcr onc.'I'hat cvcr),cultule seems to tcll "Beanty and thc
[]t:lrs;t" irr orrc fai;lriorr ()i Ar)(]1 lrer strg,1,,i:sts tltat it is llart oj'otrr
lll,^,. $i/r rrri,l,. iJ,'.'.i{)r'1)r l}.('\,1/ t;t.l 11r.1 \',rr-'(rtrl Ihinl< nrorr 'rnd
:l ,i I I ,,,1' I 'l1i;r: :1,, r i.,l;' itr plttitrllt:lLil,r ;tn(l llt:lrtiilg( a(
it,. ll lrl; lrl,:,i-ri,i i,,'ollcl ilrai i()!lir), is lrot I)tcir'])'atlthrol)o(.t(r',ric
but also bioccntercd with arr ecophilosophical orientatiou.
'I'hcre is good rcason to lceep hitting the lefresh button, arld
this volurne offers an opporturrity to pausc and reflect on different versions of the story and on how it has changed as it
migrates across time and place.
"Beauty and the Beast" is so deeply entrenched in our thinking about tales featuring a companionate/romantic pairing o{
beasts and humans that we are often unaware that it is a mere
nostalgic remnant of a vast repertoire of stories about animal
grooms and animal brides. Beast was not always a suitor living
in regal isolation; Beauty \tras not always kept in a castle. Sometimes a young man will court an enchanted cat living in a castle. Or he will take home a crane disguised as a beautiful
woman. Empathy and compassion are not always the answer
to the challenges faced by Beauty/Handsome and Beast. Some
spells are broken when animal skins are burned. Some beasts
are disenchanted when their repulsed partners hurl them against
walls. And decapitation also often succeeds in restoring a Beast
to the human condition. And, finally, tragedy often haunts these
stories, with animals that follow the call of the wild and return
to nature rather than endure life in the "civilized" world.
This volume seeks to create a fuller spectrum of stories that
commonly go by the name of 'Beauty and the Beast." It will
explore plots, broadly speaking, about what f<rlklorists call animal
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;::.,,,,,r, arrd arrirnal bridcs. It will rcach irtto the lorg ago antl far
awir1,, arrd it rvill also coirsidcr ltou,those talcs t-rpct'ate in a global
rrctworl( arid rrtal<c thcir u,ay toctay tlrroulih multiple rnc<iia chanirc:ls. Arxl, finally, it r.n'ill clrarv attention to the slipstrealr, stories
t-iral contirruc to glidc akrng irlcl rnake rlrcnrsclvcs visible in brief
ilaslrcs, cvcu as tlrc c]al;r;ic "llcauil,ancl the ilcast" dorni;ratcs thc
rrmirrstreaitr, corttirruing io surgc in popularity.

't'1]ll oR]cINS OF Otit{
iiliir.tl l Y r;1.'lD 't'jilr l]lrAS'l'"
ljc{orc maplrirrg t-ru[ tlrr: tcllairi <lf ialcs alr<lui anitua] l,,rootrrs
and anirnal brides, it is worth iuterrogating the ternls of a version tlrat has rcccivcd the lion's share of public attentiorl and
lives on vigorously in the cultural imagination, constantly recycled and renewed. The animal-groom story most familiar to
Anglo-American audiences was penned in 1756 by Madame
de Beaumont (Jeanne-Marie Leprince de Beaumont) for her
Magasin des Enfants, designed to promote good manners in
the young. Based on a baroque literary version of more than
one hundred pages written in ry4o by Gabrielle-Suzanne de
Villeneuve, Madame de Beaumont's child-friendly 'Beauty and
the Beast" reflects a desire to transform fairy tales from adult
entertainments into parables of good behavior, vehicles for
indoctrinating and enlightening children about the virtues of
6ne manners and good breeding, often by strategically inserting standard-issue platitudes into the narrative.
The lessons and moral imperatives encoded in Beaumont's
"Beauty and the Beast" serve as an ethical antidote in some
ways to the outrageous subject matter of the tale-innocent girl
incarcerated by a ferocious beast. They pertain almost exclusively to the young women in the storS who, in a coda, are
showered with either praise or blame. As Angela Carter points
out, the moral of Madame de Beaumont's tale has more to do
with "being good" than with "doing well": "Beauty's happiness
is founded on her abstract quality of virtue."' !0ith nervous
pedagogical zeal, Madame de Beaumont concludes her tale in a
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of plaudirs and aspersit.rrrs, licauty has "preferred t'irttle
to loclks" aird lras "tnany vii'tucs" along with a rnarriagc "foundcd
(xr vil'lue." llcr twt-l sistcrs, by contrast, have hearts "6llcd with
cnvy and malice."
$iihat cxactly rna[<cs ]]cauty virttrortsl ]tr begin with, sl-re
scclns posscssccl of a yt'tr for acts of self sacrifice ' Aftcr discor'cring that Ile;tst is u,illing to lct hcr fathcr go as long as one tlf
his daug,lrtcrs shorvs up at tltc castle, she dcclarcs: "l feel forturlatc to bc ablc t<l sacrificc myself for him, since I will have the
(rcrrz.1,

plcasurc of scrvittg nry fatltcr and proving my feelings of tcnrlcll.'t,s fot hitrr."'Jt; l>c sr,,c, tt{)l 2ll I}r:autir:s itl'c sttch rvilling
vrcr iirl,, r'r;l,riri1; strl;cir<lirraiir)li ()vcr sill'r'ival. lll thc Norr','tr[]ian
"Lllst of rltc Sun arrcl \ihst o[ tlrt: M<-,orl," tlte hcl'oine has to be
coaxed into subrnission with promises clf rvcalth. She agrees to
marry Beast (a white bear) bccause her father badgers her: "IHe]
kept on telling her how rich they would be and how well she herself would do. Finall6 she agreed to the exchange."'
T'hat the desire for wealth and upward mobility motivates parents to turn their daughters over to beasts points to the possibility that these tales mirror social practices of an eadier age. Many
an arranged marriage must have felt like being tethered to a monster, and the telling of stories like "Beauty and the Beast" may
have furnished women with a socially acceptable channel for providing advice, comfort, and the consolations of imagination. Written at the dawn of the Enlightenment, Madame de Beaumont's
tale attempted to steady the fears of young women, to reconcile
them to the custom of arranged marriages, and to brace them for
an alliance that required effacing their own desires and submitting to the will of a "monster."
It is easy to see why "Beauty and the Beast" managed to survive at the expense of its folkloric cousins. By pairing two fig-

ures renowned for their spectacular looks, the story created
endless possibilities for aesthetic collisions, emotional conflict,
and cognitive wobbles. It also produced opportunities for talking about the moral and financial economies at stake in domestic arrangements. And it provided the consolation of happily
ever after in a story that seems to be racing toward a tragic
denouement. What is not to love about the romance in "Beauty

out the best in both human and beast?

,r"i;:;;;,

CLASSIFYING ANIMAL BRIDES

AND ANIMAL GROOMS

Once we look at the entire array of stories featuring the roman-

tic entanglements of humans and beasts, the phrase "absurd
neglect" comes to mind. Why have we sacrificed richness and
complexity for regimented predictability? To be sure, there is
some melodic diversity and tonal variation in our reorchestrations of *Beauty and the Beast," but why choose less when you
can have more in the repertoire? And why, in particular, miss
the opportunity to reflect on the full range of possibilities that
once characterized the many narratives told by our ancestors,
who each added new ingredients to improve the flavor and zest
of the stories?
Folklorists long ago recognized that classification systems can
be clarifying and that they help us understand what is at stake
in clusters of tales with shared affinities. Beyond that, they shed
light on the origins and dissemination of tales, on gender roles
and generational conflicts, as well as on which elements of a
story are universally relevant and which are culturally specific.
Vhat folklorists call a tale type provides a useful tool for broadening our understanding of "Beauty and the Beast." A tale-type
name offers a shorthand designation of a global theme or set of
characters, and it is used as a category for collecting international variants that enable the study of how the tale is inflected
at the local level.
"Beauty and the Beastr" as it turns out, is a subset of the tale
rype ATU 425 The Search for the Lost Husband. And that
tale type is a mirror image, with genders reversed, of ATU
4oo The Man on a Quest for His Lost Vife. However problematic those designations may be (note that the woman "searching"
is not named as agent in ATU 425, and the man is on a "quest"
rather than a mere search in ATU 4oo), they offer a convenient
pair of categories for sorting out the standard features of the
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two tale types. It would not be out of line to rename them *The
Voman in Search of Her Lost Husband" and "The Man in Search
of His Lost Wife."
The latest edition of the tale-type index, published in zorr
under the title The Types of International Folktales, gives us an
inventory of the variants of the two different types of stories, both
of which are the subject of this volume. Below is an abbreviated
version of the subheadings in the rwo categories:

ATU

4oo

4orA
402
403

404
405

406
407
408
409

4ro

4rr
4rz.
4r3

The
The
The
The
The

Man on a Quest for His Lost Silife
Soldiers in the Enchanted Castle

Animal Bride
Black and the l7hite Bride
Blinded Bride

Jorinde and Joringel
The Cannibal
The Girl as Flower
The Three Oranges
The Girl as Wolf
Sleeping Beauty
The King and the Lamia
The Maiden (Youth) with a Separable Soul
in a Necklace
The Stolen Clothing (Marriage by Stealing

Clothing)

ATU 4zj
4z5L
4258

4zic
4z5D
4z5E

425M
426

The Search for the Lost Husband
The Animal as Bridegroom
Son of the l(itch
Beauty and the Beast
The Vanished Husband
The Enchanted Husband Sings a Lullaby
The Snake as Bridegroom
The Two Girls, rhe Bear, and the Dwarf

$38

King Lindorm

440

The Frog King, or Iron Henry

44r

Hans MyHedgehog

444

Enchanted Prince Disenchanted
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enables us to see immediately that an animal partner in a
romantic relationship with a human constitutes the backbone
of the two tale types. And that concept-an animal bride or an
animal groom-is packed with sensational scandal. All other
variations on the tale types are just that: variations that swirl
around the notion of a beastly spouse, at times literally so, at
times figuratively so. The trope of a beastly mate captures the
heart and soul of both tale types, and it challenges us to make
sense of something that we do not encounter in real life. In our
anthropocentric, rational, "enlightened" universe, animals stand
in an asymmetrical relationship to humans. They may, in their
domesticated form, be our companions, but only in the pornographic imagination are they anything more than that. As
our dark doubles, they stand for everything we disavow in
ourselves-ferocity, bestialitp and untamed urges. Because our
relationship to them is saturated with mysterious desires and
projected fantasies, our stories about them enable us to probe
what remains uncivilized, unruly, and undomesticated in us.
In an analysis of sexual decadence in Western literature and
art, Camille Paglia tells us that the point of contact between
"man and nature" is sex, and that "morality and good intentions" fall there to "primitive urges." She describes this intersection as an "uncanny crossroadsr" both "cursed and enchanted."r
Paglia's observations go far toward explaining the staying power
of Beauty and the Beast stories, tales that invoke the mind/body
problem and lead us into the fraught territory of beauty and
charisma as a challenge to ethical aspirations. Vhere do we
draw the line when it comes to desire, and how and why do we
set limits on it?
Tales of animal brides and animal grooms have suffered
neglect today in part because we have new ways of figuring the
monstrous other. In the rwentieth century, we feared beasts like
King Kong and Godzilla, along with aliens from other planets,
more than anything else. Today our anxieties about creatures
that will take over the planet are embodied more often in cyborgs,
robots, and androids than in animals. Wolves, bears, and lions

xvii

figure less as predators than as endangered species in our cultural
iriaginationr. In .orn. ways, life in a posthuman era has intensifiediur anxieties about machines while reducing our fears about
beasts.

In the tale type known as "The Man on a Quest for His Lost
an adv"nturous young man must break the magic spell
cast on the woman who wifl become his bride' Devoted and
;;;d he keeps the faith despite the manifest "otherness" of
the bJioved, *ho ir divided in her allegiance to nature and to
civilization. Two types of animal brides haunt the folkloric
imagination, with the first as the victim of abduction or seductionlThese are the selkies, mermaids, seals, and swan maidens
*t o .n"tty mortals and become human, bearing child-ren and
keeping house until one day they are seized by a powerful sense
of ,ort"rlgir. Putting their sealskins back on or donning theirf."it.rt, "th.y ,brrr"don their families and follow the call of
nature. iroo,.a in the idea that women have mysteriously close
ties to nature, these stories reveal the dangers of what anthropologists call Lxogamy-marrying outside the tribe-as well as
Lf .o"nrorting wit[ outsiders in general' They form a sharp contrast with aiother set of animal brides, the many toads, birds'
fish, monkeys, mice, tortoises, and dogs that seek men who can
break the magic spell binding them to an animal state' Frequently these creatures excel ai domesticity, spontaneously and
.ifortl.ssly carrying out prodigious tasks that demonstrate their
clear superiority to the human competition'
"The Man on a Quest for His Lost'Wife" is something of
a misnomer, fo, .atier than 6nd their brides, the men who
marry creatures of the earth, air, and sea often stumble upon

.Wife,"

them or are part of an elaborate plan orchestrated by those meta-

*Chonguita," the protagonist
morphic *o*.rr. In the Filipino
her
does nothing but agree to -r.ry a monkeS and he liberates
The
wall'
a
through ,.r""., of 6rutal force, hurling her against
Indiai *The Dog Bride,' features a youth who resolves to marry
a beautiful maid-en after wirnessing her shed her dogskin before
bathing. The Russian "Princess Frog" gives us an amphibious
bride who is so resourceful, enterprising, and accomplished that
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in earning the devotion t-rf ir husband who does
Iittle more than burn her animal skin, and too soon at that:
she succeeds

The burning of the skin leads to a second phase of action that
demonstrates the husband's willingness to go to the ends of
the earth for his wife's sake and stages the joyous reunion of
the pair.
One cultural variant of animal-bride stories is particularly
powerful in its representation of the painful burdens of social
masquerades and domestic responsibilities. "The Swan Maiden,"
a tale widespread in Nordic regions, discloses the secretly
oppressive nature of marriage, with its attendant housekeeping
and child-rearing duties. Swan maidens, domesticated by acts
of violence, eventually seize the opportunity to return to a primordial, natural condition. In Henrik Ibsen's play A Doll's
House, the tormented Nora, a figure identified again and again
as a bird or creature of nature, was clearly inspired by the
mythical swan maiden and her domestic tribulations. Instead
of donning feathers (as swan maidens do), Nora rediscovers a
diaphanous dancing dress and, after executing a frantic tarantella, takes leave of her dour husband, Torvald. The symbolic
nexus connecting animal skins, costumes, and dancing is so
prominent in this tale type that it points to a possible underlying link with Cinderella, Donkeyskin, and Catskin stories,
showing us the dark side of what happens in a post-happilyever-after phase.
Tales about swan maidens, selkies, seals, and mermaids may
once have been far more widespread than they are today. One
critic has argued that the tales can be found "in virtually every
corner of the worldr" because in most cultures "woman was a
symbolic outsider, was the other, and marriage demanded an
intimate involvement in a world never quite her own."+ Yet
some animal brides lure their mortal husbands into their own

worlds, hermetic spaces of timeless beauty where husbands
partake of untold pleasures even as they are aware of an
uncanny edge to their carefree bliss. Like Tannhiuser, who in
medieval lore becomes Venus's captive in the caverns of her
lnountain abode, theJapanese fisherman Urashima and his many
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folkloric cousins dwell in a realm where they are emphatically
the outsiders.
Like tales about animal brides, stories about animal grooms
display an interesting bifurcation, with one set of stories going

viral and mainstream, the other going dormant and, if not
underground, then under the radar. The "classic" version of
"Beauty and the Beast" gives us a compassionate heroine who
redeems Beast with her tears. Its less prominent counterpart
(the best-known example of which is "East of the Sun and West
of the Moon") features an adventurous heroine on a mission to
lift the curse that has turned a man into a beast. These are the
stories that show us the heroine as determined agent-wearing
out iron shoes or racing to the back of the north wind to liberate men kept prisoner by ill-tempered trolls or diabolical vixens. Both sets of tales bleach out details about the animal
groom and give us a heroine enviable in the determined gusto
with which she undertakes tasks. As if to compensate for the
lack of verbal descriptors for Beast, illustrators and animators
have turned him into an alluring chimera with a commanding
sense of mystery and authority. In recent remediated versions,
he has gained much in terms of nobilitS status, and dignitp in
part because we have renewed respect today for the beauty and
spiritual power of animals.
Terri Windling, whose literary fairy tales for adults are powered by a deep understanding of myth and history, writes with
vivid sympathy about how a switch has been flipped in our
contemporary rescriptings of "Beauty and the Beast":

One distinct change marks modern re-tellings howeverreflecting our changed relationship to animals and nature. In a
society in which most of us will never encounter true danger in
the woods, the bear who comes knocking at our window is not
such a frightening creature; instead, he's exotic, almost appealirrg. Iflhere once wilderness was threatening to civilization, now
it's been tamed and cultivated (or set aside and preserved); the
tlirngers

of the animal world now

have

a nostalgic qualitn

rcmoved as they are from our daily existence. This removal gives

**ar.
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wild" a different kind of power; it's something we long for

rather than fearJ

ANIMALS AS SELF AND OTHER:
THERIANTHROPY AND TERATOLOGY
There is poetry in the notion of Beauties encountering Beasts,
yet there is also a reductive binarism at work in the pairing,
something that Jacques Derrida, in a moment of deep philosophical insight, referred to as intellectaal bAtise.5 With that
brilliant phrase he both undid the divide between humans and
animals and at the same time reinforced it. What we are discovering today is that the bifurcation of living beings into
human and animal is not a universal feature of thought. Rather,
that particular binary derives from Enlightenment thinking,
from a post-Carresian moment in which humans are decreed to
exist in a different mode of consciousness and being from all
other living creatures: Cogito ergo sum.
A look atthe Oxford Englkh Dictionary reveals that the term
*animal' hardly appears at all in English before the end of the
sixteenth century. Instead, there are "beasts' and *creaturesr"
beings differentiated topographically (inhabiting the earth, the
waters, or the air) and also sentient and capable of communication, as in this Bible passage: "Aske now the beasts, and they
shall teach thee, and the foules of the heaven, and they shall tell
thee: Or speake to the earth, and it shall shewe thee: or the fishes
of the sea, and they shall declare unto thee. Who is ignorant of
all these, but that the hande of the Lord hath made thesel In
whose hande is the soule of every living thing, and the breath of

all mankinde" (Job tz:7-ro).

It that there are *tongues
in trees, books in the running brooks, / Sermons in stone, and
good in everything.Dz Less pantheistic than offering a cosmic
Shakespeare tells us in As You Like

vision of connectedness, the passage reminds us, with its biblical partner, of fairy-tale paracosms, worlds in which nature in
all its manifestations is voiced, vocal, and animated. The fish
of the sea respond to catch and release by granting wishes; a

*i

will transform you; and
a trickster cat wins a kingdom for his master by telling tall

stream warns that drinking its waters

tales. Partnerships and collaborations exist alongside predator/
prey relationships marked by domination and submission'
' fn" word *animal" contains within it an odd cultural contradiction. Although we define animals by their lack of a soul,
we use a word deiived from the Latin noun anima, meaning
"soul, spirit, or breathr" to refer to them. Artistotle's De Anima
.rdo*ed alf liuing creatures with a soul even as it created hier,i.t i"t by rankini them. Fairy-tale worlds tap into this kind of
thinking and feJ on it, creating universes in which living
beings e'xist in a state of connected enmity or empathy. If Little
ned"Riding Hood frames the relationship between humans and
beasts in ierms of predators and preS then Beauty and the
Beast stories contrastingly tell us that, in a heartbeat, humans
can become beasts and vice versa.

Therianthropy is the term used by folklorists to describe
what happens in tales like "Beauty and the Beast'" Derived from
*beast,' and anthropos, meaning
the Greel therion, meaning
*human being," the word captures both hybridity (humans
who believe that they possess the soul of an animal) and shapcshifting (humans changed into animals)' Lycanthropyr or the
,.rrr.fo1*rtion of humans into wolves, is perhaps the most
prominent form of therianthropy, but both feral and domestic
ior*, of dogs and cats also figure frequently in the therianthropic imag-ination of cultures from the East and West' There
,,,"ny vaiiations on therianthropic beings: skin-walker-s, f9r
"r.
.*"rrrplr-tnen and women who turn themselves into animals
by putting on their Pelts.
'pantheistic
forces surge and ebb in the fairy-tale universe,
animating rivers, rocks, and trees, but also endowing everything froir bones and mirrors to birds and frogs with the-power
to siig and speak. Fairy-tale plots are fueled by magic and transth.y recruit those forces to animate a universe in
forma"tion,
"rrdshifis in rhe narrative circuits move us headlong
which sudden
from the sublime to the monstrous and back again' Much as
wisdom and power are distributed democratically across the
,rri-"l, veget;ble, and mineral worlds, hierarchies remain and

force in the fairy-tale world.

,.J;;;:

Monsters, as Rosi Braidotti has pointed out, are inherently
"epistemophilic."s In other words, they arouse our curiosity about
origins and causes. "How could this happen?" we ask, when a
talking muskrat comes courting or when a crane starts talking
and decides to abandon her aquatic home to marry a mortal.
Ruptures in the natural order of things are always charged with
significance. But they do more than fascinate, for, despite the fact
that they are physically other, they challenge us to explore the
moral transgression from which the monstrous-a breaching of
the laws of nature-seems to emerge. Teratology-the study of
monsters-helps us understand who we are and how we define
ourselves, by distancing ourselves from the pathologies we proiect
onto difference. Monsters unsettle boundaries, reminding us that
the distinctions we make between nature and culture, the human
and the nonhuman, or reason and instinct are both fragile and

fraught.

Monstrosity arouses curiosity, invites speculation, and has
helped us shape moral landscapes, even as it remains a general
placeholder for alterity, any and all deviations from dominant
social norms. Representing more than otherness, monsters come
to embody threats and dangers, tapping into our fears about
invasion, contamination, and wholesale consumption. As one
theologian points out, the Greek word for monster, teras, captures a paradox, designating something both repulsive and attractive. Monsters may be awful, but they also inspire awe, making
us stare with enraptured attentiveness.
"Monsters are our childrenr" Jeffrey Cohen tells us in a study
about how the monsters we create invite us to meditate on the
fragile and indeterminate boundaries we set up when it comes
to race, gender, and sexuality.e We make the mistake of locating the origins of monsters in exotic regions and terrain, but
they cohabit the world with us, as alter egos that capture all the
anxieties we disown, disavow, and project onto creatures who
are different from us. They challenge us to ask how we created
them, as Cohen observes, and by following their cues, we can
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begin to discover in our projections exactly who we are and
what makes us as ferocious, predatory, and cruel as the monsters
out there-

THE MYTHICAL BACKGROUND:
BRUTE APPETITES AND SOUL MATES
Fairy tales mix histor6 myth. and psychology to produce compelling narratives that get us talking and thinking about our
values. While it is impossible to identify an Ur-narrative-a primal Beauty and the Beast story that laid the foundation for cultural variants-there are many early versions that are telling in
their own way. Legends about animal deities and their sexual
congress with humans can be found in ancient culturcs the
wodd over-Sumerian, Indian, Chinese, Egyptian, and Babylonian. The ancient sources best known to occidental cultures are
the Greek myth of Zeus and Europa and the Roman tale of
Cupid and Psyche, stories that frame encounters between gods
and humans in very different ways. One is a narrative of abduction and sexual assault, despite the efforts of painters, poets,
and philosophers over the centuries to capture the moment of
"rapture" in it. The story of Zeas and Europa remains a rape,
with a young virgin taken away from her companions by a bull,
against her will. The other is a story about the union of Eros
and Psyche, with allegorical figures for carnal desire and soulful yearning confidently forming a perfect union.
The Greek myth and the Roman tale both have a rich history
of translation and transmission, in storS song, sculpture, painting, and other media . Zeus and Europa figured prominently in
the imaginations of countless European artists, with painters
ranging from Titian and Giordano to Nodl-Nicolas Coypel and
Gustave Moreau giving us scenes of erotic abandonment and
oceanic ecstasy in paintings with "rape" and "abduction" in
their titles. Few artists and even fewer viewers registered alarnt
at the mismatch between the revels on the canvases and the per-

ils spelled out in their titles, as well as the story behind tlrr
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painted scene. (Rembrandt is almost the exception to the rule
in portraying a Europa whose features register trepidation rather
than ecstasy as her white mount charges through the waters, tail
raised high.)
The story of Zeus and Europa remained remarkably durable,
migrating into books designed for children as well as adults.
The Greek poet Moschus, living in the second century 8.c.,
preserved the account in his poem Europa, which was retold
for English-speaking audiences by Thomas Bulfinch in his popularization of Greek mythology published in 1855. Bulfinch's
tightly ordered narrative remained the standard retelling of the
myth in Anglophone cultures until Edith Hamilron published
her Mythology: Timeless Tales of Gods and Heroes in r942.
Given the shock value of a story that shows a young woman
abducted by a bull in preparation for a sexual assault, it seems
astonishing that the myth of Zeus and Europa found its way
into literary channels that transmitted the tale to multigenerational audiences. Nathaniel Hawthorne somehow believed that
he had created a child-friendly version for his Tangleutood
Tales (t851, in which Europa, "a very beautiful childr" encounters a bull described as *gentle, sweet, pretty, and amiable."'o
The tale is not entirely steeped in treacle, for the bull turns
"treacherous" when it leaps into the waves and carries the girl
off, leaving her three brothers to Eaze at the 'sad spectacle." It
is perhaps our misplaced reverence for ancient Greece and its
sacred myths that led Hawthorne and others to consider rhe
story as "pure' as the children to whom it is told. Tales from a
time described as "the pure childhood of the world" are perfectly

suited-and this was an article of faith for Hawthorne-for
young 'auditors," marked by "childish purity." "The objectionable characteristics of the plot seem to be a parasitical growth,

having no essential connection with the original fable," the
folksy narrator insists in the introduction, as if the central
events-abduction and rape-were not the backbone of the
"original fable."
There may be pragmatic reasons for Zeus to conceal his
identity (Hera has her spies, after all), but they seem a mere

pretext for putting on display the spectacularly incongruous
pairing of young woman and bull, a pairing that does more
than border on the pornographic. How do we explain the powerful afterlife of a story this offensive? Why would artists come
back to the story again and again, in a nearly desperate effort
to re-create scenes of carnal and spiritual ecstasy from stories
that in reality depict abduction and rape?
Human sexuality has at its core a basic conflict between tenderness, affection, and compassion on the one hand and vioIence, aggression, and rough-and-tumble play on the other.
That the language of love so often draws its power from the
language of combat and the hunt reveals exactly how divided
we are when it comes to considerinB the operation of sexual
desire. Discomfort with the cruder, animal-like aspects of
human sexuality can easily lead to disavowal, with projections
of the ferocity of assaults onto either gods or beasts and only
rarely onto normal human subjects. In the story of Zeus and
Europa, the divine and the beastly both become culprits, larger
than life and twice as unnatural.
Quod licet loui, licet boui. PerverselS in the arena of storytelling, beasts have the same license as gods to commit acts of
atrocity. In projecting brute sexual force onto gods, centaurs,
and beasts, the ancients in a sense also licensed its representation and enabled debate about its legitimacy or lawlessness.
Verbal and visual depictions of erotic pursuit throw us into a
hermeneutic crisis precisely because they invoke cultural anxicties about defining and maintaining the lines we draw between
nalture and culture, between brute beasts and caring humans.
'l'he mechanism of disavowal, combining denial and displacenrent, is a powerful manifestation of the rich mix of shame and
rlcsire about the beastly aspects of human sexuality. And, in
\()rne mysterious way, it also stimulates the storytelling instinct.
Passion can be a volatile and combustible emotion, consuming
rtsclf as quickly as it is ignited. Zeus, we recall, is not only a
,,t'rial rapist, moving from Io to Europa to Leda, but also polyrrr<,rphously perverse, abducting youngsters like Ganymede. Our
tales about Beauties and Beasts do not do away with

'rr.,tlern-day
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passion altogether, but, with their emphasis on an enduring happily ever after, they demonstrate that domestic partnerships have
something going for them-the affection, stability, and longevity

absent from the short-lived couplings of the mythic tales. Our
versions of "Beauty and the Beast" reveal a cultural investment
in privileging companionate pairings over passionate couplings
that are made culturally acceptable by the divinities who participate in themAntecedents can be found in the ancients for the caring,
compassionate union of soul mates. Back in the second century
e.o., Lucius Apuleius included the tale of Cupid and Psyche in
The Golden Ass. The story displays a distinct kinship with earlier myths about gods and mortals, wirh a hero who is the son
of Venus paired with a woman so beautiful that she is not
meant for ordinary men. Psyche, as obedient as she is beautiful,
consents to follow the decree o{ the oracle and to marry a creature who may be a monster. Tempted by her sisters to turn disobedient, Psyche lights a lamp while her husband is asleep and
discovers the true meaning of love at first sight. Cupid becomes
as flighty as Zeus, and leaves his beloved on real wings, only
to return when Psyche has completed a series of "impossible
tasks" as a sign of her devotion. The two are married by Jupiter, who is tired of hearing tales about Cupid's "lechery and
riot" and decides to put an end to his "intemperance" with the

"bonds of matrimony."
Apuleius's fairy tale, told by a drunken and half-demented
old woman, shows us the marriage of spiritual love (in Greek
mythology, Psyche incarnates the human soul and is often portrayed as a butterfly)with physical passion (Cupid is the god of
erotic love, born of the union of Venus and Mars, and it is no
accident that he shoots arrows to inspire love). The rich irony
of channeling our iconic story about the union of passion and
spirituality through a crazed crone comforting a young woman
abducted by vicious robbers powerfully reminds us of the gulf
between fairy tale and real life. As important, it brings to mind
the etymology of the German term for fairy tales. Mirchen are
misrepresentations, rumors, untruths connected to the practice
of lying. Apuleius's "Cupid and Psyche" may be closer to our
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hearts and minds than the story of Zeus and Europa when we
indulge in fantasies about romance and courtship, but, as Apuleius suggests in the tale's frame, it may be nothing but a set of
beautiful lies designed to distract from horrifying realities.
More likely, Apuleius, like all great storytellers, uses his art to
give us a mix of beastliness and beauty, to show how they intersect, and how their collision compels us to think hard about
the ltuman condition. No wonder Einstein is reputed to have
said that if you want intelligent children, read them fairy tales.

And if you want more intelligent children, read them more
fairy tales. These are the stories that challenge us to figure
things out.

MACHINES, MONSTERS,
AND CULTURAL ANXIETIES
"Beauty and the Beast" has become a kind of dense palimpsest
narratives, rvith so many layers that it becomes almost
impossible to sort out the many different cultural stakes in the
narrative. In the future, the Beast may take the form of an
rrndroid or cyborg, machines that embody our anxieties and
phobias about what the future holds for man-made devices.
l;or now, our animal brides and animal grooms function as
rnediators between nature and culture, enabling us to think
through our relationship to "otherness." They are "impossilrle" hybrid creatures that help us to negotiate that divide, to
lr)nstruct our own realities and identities through the dialecti,"';rl interplay between the animal and human kingdoms' Stories
lcaturing these creatures, often as charismatic as they are mon\t rous, take up matters both primal and mythical as well as
rlornestic and down to earth. As humans, we have distanced
t'rrrselves from nature, set ourselves apart as a separate breed,
.rrrtl yet we are perpetually drawn to the wild side, searching
tu rlo understanding of what we share with beasts even as we
rr r to discover what makes us human.
'l'hese days we have begun to recognize the downside to being
;!r tht: top of the food chain. In a curious twist, anthropocentric

of
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ideologies have backfired to turn us into the monsters, with animals as our innocent victims. And the symbolic calculus has
shifted in significant ways, as new technologies make it attractive to invest more cultural work in our relationship to androids,
cyborgs, and other high+ech wonders. Still, our need to understand the "beauty and infinite complexity of the co-adaptations
between all beings," as Darwin put it, is more than likely to
keep replenishing the broad, deep, and capacious reservoir of
stories about Beauties and Beasts.
MARIA TATAR
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